49-50-51-FLOOR REPLACE
In this booklet we will give you a step-by-step plan on how to replace the floor in your 49-50-51 Ford custom or original vehicle.
The only quality source to purchase the new metal from is Paul Bradley Floor Plans. (704-392-3206). 37 PHOTOS

Here is our project, a ‘50 Ford up on Jack Stands. We checked the body with a level, measured the door jambs and made sure that
the doors, fenders and hood fit nicely before disassembly. We recommend replacing floors when the body is still attached to the frame to
keep it supported adequately.

1. First wire-wheel around the floor riser support so it can be taken off. If you are going “original” you can replace it back in the area
where the body to frame holes line up with the new floor later. Wire-wheel until you find the original spot welds.

2. We are drilling out the spot welds with a spot weld cutter. Only cut
through the first layer of metal the seat riser only. Use a 7/64 th drill bit in
the center of each weld, 1/2 way through the metal, just enough to hold
the pilot pin in place for the cutter to do its job.

3. The riser was pulled off and taken out of
the way.

4. We ran tape to outline the floor where
it needed to be cut on the transmission
tunnel. We need to get this area cut first.
This may vary depending on whether you
are removing the tunnel to raise it for
more transmission clearance or putting it
back stock height. At this point, we just
want to remove enough of the old floor to
lay the new metal down flat and get an
idea of where we can start the process.

5. Paul is placing a string attached to selftapping screws from one end to the other
where the center of the transmission hump
is. Measure down to check the height of the
tranny hump and make a note of your
measurements.

6. Where we marked it with tape, we now
cut the old floor with an air saw.

7. We cut both sides and pulled the transmission tunnel completely out because in this
case we are replacing both floors. If you are
only replacing one side, only cut out the one
side your working on. You will be able to
move the trans tunnel up and down to fit it
when only one floor is being replaced.

8. Next, we went to the spot welds at the
very front where your foot would go on the
toe panel. We wire-wheeled and drilled
them out also. Again, only drill out through
the first panel. This will release the toe
panel from the bottom of the firewall.

9. This shows the very back of the floor pan
where it attaches to the back seam in front
of the back seat area. To the left of Paul’s
hand are the very end floor welds; to the
right is where the spot welds have been cut
and drilled out on one of the floor supports
that come off the frame. They all need to be
drilled one layer only or you will have holes in
your brace.

10. Using an Air Saw, we cut down the
length of the floor inside of the rocker
panel, leaving a little flange.

11. This shows how close we cut up next to
the rocker panel. We left about 1/8 of an
inch. Remember don’t cut into the rocker
panel. The little piece of floor will be
removed later.

12. After we pulled the old floor out, we turned it upside down. There are some shims
above the body mount holes that will have to be replaced and put back in. Measure the
new floor by laying the old floor on it and mark it, drill 1/4 holes for spot welds. We will
show you later on in Caption #23 what it should look like with these supports put back in.
Leave them off until then so they will not get in your way during fitting of the panel.

13. Trim up the edge of the rocker panel
where you pulled the floor out. Make sure all
the spot welds are ground down smooth after
you drill them out and remove the remaining
flange as was seen in the close up photo in
Caption #11. Then hammer and dolly this
rocker edge straight. We sand blasted the
whole area we are going to be replacing and
Epoxy primed the braces for future corrosion
protection.

14. Fit the floor down in the inside interior. On the drivers side you can see
how the master cylinder is lined up with the new floor. We also put the tranny
cover down and made sure it would fit in the recessed area in the new floor
panel. If you did not remove the tranny hump completely, simply slide your
floor under it.

15. After all crucial areas have lined up on
the top side go to the underside of the rocker
panel and draw a line on the floor where it
touches the top of the rocker with a Sharpee
Marker, all the way down the entire length
front to back of the car. Pull the floor panel
back out. This line is where we need to bend
our lip up as per factory tolerance.

16. For the Home builder we will show you how to bend this lip if you do not have a sheet
brake. Take a piece of one inch square tubing and lay it down right on the line you just
marked in #15. You will form a sandwich to back up the metal bench that is also on the line
underneath the floor pan. Clamp the tubing, floor and bench down tight together. Notice the
lip hanging over (see arrow).

17. Paul is tapping another piece of tubing down against the length, bending
the edge of the flange over.
Note: Be sure the new floor is bottom side up so the flange will be pointing
up when you put it back in.

18. To finish it up, hammer the metal down using a spoon
against the floor metal toward the work benches drop off.
The spoon should be kept as flat as possible starting in
the middle and working out then back to the middle to
the other end. This will minimize any hammer marks and/
or shrinkage that may occur.

19. Now lay the floor back in place. You can see the flange lines up with the
original rocker panel very well.

20. Pull the floor back out. Use the string method as described in photo #5.
Run another string so it is lined up over the original holes in the frame
braces. Take a black marker and mark on the string in the very center where
the mounting holes are. When you reinstall the floor and it all fits, you can
look down at the string and know where to drill the hole into the floor pan
to insert your body bolts back in place. There are four holes per side. Paul
ran another string about three inches from the rocker to mark the outside
body mounts also.

21. Place the floor back in place. Take a hand made plate and tap the rocker in
tight against the rocker panel. Clamp the edges tight as you work down the
length of the floor.

22. Be sure your master cylinder access hole and
tranny tunnel fit to the floor nice. Go underneath and
draw a mark on the very outside edge of the front
and rear floor brace. Do both braces completely
around the outside edge. Before you remove the floor
go back up into the interior where your string was
marked to the brace holes where your holes need to
be cut. Mark them and take a Magna hole cutter or
drill a hole and finish with a burr tool. Be sure to
check with your initial 1/4 inch holes that your string
marks were lined up to the very center before drilling
the larger one inch holes.

23. Remove the floor panel and flip it over bottom side up. You can see
where the lines were drawn. Put little dots spaced every two to three
inches just inside the lines about a quarter of an inch. This will put it right in
the middle of the floor brace flange. When you drill the holes you’ll put the
floor back in and the holes will be right on top of the floor brace. This is
where you will be welding it togeather.

Test Fitting No Welding Yet
24. Where we drilled the holes out we placed the floor
back in and lined up the master cylinder hole, clamp the
flange edge from the floor edge to the rocker pinch weld.
You can see the vise grip holding this in place and the holes
are lined up. These all need to be welded. Be sure you
have drilled 1/4 inch holes two to three inches apart on the
floor edge that you bent which mates with the rocker.
Weld them together and the very rear of the floor where it
overlaps the back floor. Note: Always be sure everything
lines up- panel to drilled holes etc. before welding.

25. Where we took out the riser braces in
photo 12, we now weld them back in place.
They go where the body to frame brace bolts
are and help stabilize the floor. As seen, the
black dot on the string is right in the center
of the hole.

26. After we checked alignment we
screwed down the floor tight using self
tapping screws then welded the floor
braces. We also welded the floor to rocker
edge and rear braces to floor. Remove the
screws and weld up the 1/8 holes they
leave.
Note: Where the firewall comes into the
floor we had a very rusty section; We
contoured a little piece and put it in over
the top of the floor as per the original. If
your section is rusty like ours was you can
form the metal to fit using a piece of 3 inch
pipe if you do not have a round metal brake
bender as we use.

27. If you removed it lay the transmission
tunnel back down over the brand new floor
and screw it down tight. Make note of our
screw placement. Match up the flange
curves in the panel. We drew a line above
the flanged shapes. If you did not remove
the tunnel, simply slip your floor under the
tunnel and perform the same technique. You
could cut on the edge of the tranny tunnel
where it now meets the floor but we chose
to go higher to avoid final body work in the
floor grooves.

28. Cut right on the line and pull that
section away.

29. Go underneath where there is excess
floor metal to cut off. See the little holes
where the sheetmetal self tapping screws
went through. You want to cut no more than
four inches past those so you know you
have plenty of metal to bend the floor into
the tranny tunnel.

30. Check the over lapping of the tranny
tunnel. You can see in the square corner it
over laps so you will have to cut it to match a
butt fit.

31. After you cut the floor metal put in self
tapping screws to tighten the two panels
closer, then tap the new floor sheet metal
up into the tranny tunnel tight using a
hammer and spoon.

32 a. Now that it is tight you will want to
make a final trace line. Trace with a sharpie
marker along the edge and then cut it out
and tack weld it in place. You should have a
nice butt fit with no overlapping.

32 b. (Close up photo of butt fit.)

33. This shows it tack welded in place after
you cut it and fit it. A razor blade gap is
optimum. Now solid weld it in place 1/2 inch
at a time cooling it with a wet rag during each
1/2 inch interval.

34. Then go in and finish off your welds
by grinding; we prefer using a Dyna Brade
Angle Grinder 52207 with a Mirka trim cut
disc.

35. In the tight places, Paul uses the Dyna
Brade Dynafile 15000 Belt Sander.

If your using the original seat simply line up the seat riser you first removed in photo #3 and weld it back in place. Prime your floor and
put your seat back in. Now your machine has a new floor.

